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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
The Royal Canadian Dental Corps Association has had another
successful year.
Our first big event of the year was the 104th anniversary of the founding
of the Dental Corps, which we celebrated on May 10th. As our normal
venue is no longer available, I asked around for suggestions for an
alternate plan. We ended up at the Mill St Brew Pub located right on the
Ottawa River, and had the whole upstairs to ourselves. While the
flooding along the river limited our walking paths, and it was a wet day,
many participants took advantage of the close proximity of the Canadian
War Museum and checked out the exhibits there. After lunch we noticed
that all of the surviving DGDS/Director of Dental Services/Chief Dental
Officers, less one, were present, and captured the moment with a photo.
When our Treasurer, Frank Hedley, returned to Comox for good, Colonel (retired) Scott Becker stepped
up the plate and has been putting in a lot of work behind the scenes to keep the Association going. We
had already been working together for a few years to right what we (and many others) saw as an unfair
policy regarding CFDS and CFMS personnel at the National Military Cemetery. After several years of
frustration, we were finally successful. You can read the full account in a separate article in this
newsletter.
We were also fortunate in convincing Colonel (retired) Kevin Goheen to join our Executive as Secretary,
replacing Brenda Joy, who had moved to the BC Gulf Islands over a year ago. Having more help available
in Ottawa makes my job as President much easier! Both Frank and Brenda are still fully committed to the
RCDCA and both continue to serve on our Executive as Special Project Officers.
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Chief Dental Officers: Col J-P Picard, Col Dwayne Lemon, Col Kevin Goheen, Col Scott Becker, Col
John Currah, BGen Vic Lanctis, BGen Fred Begin
One of the best perks of serving as your President is being on the RCDC invitation list for significant
events, such as the Change of Appointment ceremony when CWO Mario Bizier, MMM, handed the reins
of Dental Branch CWO to CWO Tod Sinclair. I really enjoy these opportunities to catch up with old
colleagues and friends. I also attend the RCDC Senate meetings, where the current and retired Dental
Corps leadership meet for a day and discuss current events affecting the Dental Corps. It is reassuring to
see the RCDC is continuing to thrive and improve.
Of course Remembrance Day is important to any veterans’ group. This year Kevin Goheen and Bud
Budzinski laid the RCDCA wreath at the Orleans Cenotaph, and a small group of us met at a pub
afterwards to have lunch together.
The last RCDCA function of the year,
other than putting this newsletter
together, is the fall luncheon at the
Orleans Legion. This year we were
delighted to have Ron Lindsay join us
all the way from London,ON!
From all of your RCDCA Executive,
we hope you had a Merry Christmas
and wish you a Healthy and Happy
2020!
Respectfully submitted,
Richard
Sanitas in Ore
Major (retired) Richard Groves, CD
President
Royal Canadian Dental Corps
Association / L’Association du Corps
dentaire royal canadien
http://rcdca.cfdental.ca

RCDC Senate
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Meet our new Secretary:
Colonel (retired) Kevin Goheen, OMM, CD, DDS, QHDS
Colonel (retired) Kevin L. Goheen joined the Canadian Armed
Forces (CAF) in 1981, graduating from UofT in 1985 with his
DDS. In 1993, he completed post-graduate training in
Prosthodontics with the United States Army at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center in Washington, DC. Kevin is a Diplomate
of the American Board of Prosthodontics, a Fellow of the
International College of Dentists, a Fellow of the Royal
College of Dentists of Canada, and a Fellow of the American
College of Prosthodontists. He was a specialty dental
examiner for the Royal College of Dentists of Canada between
1995 and 2004, serving as Chief Examiner until 2006.
Kevin was the CFDSS Commandant between 2001 and 2003
and then became the first Commandant of the newly formed
CF H Svcs Training Centre, a position he held between 2003
and 2005. In 2008, Kevin was appointed Commanding Officer
of 1 Dental Unit, which comprised 44 military garrison dental
clinics across Canada and Europe. He subsequently deployed
to Kandahar Air Field, Afghanistan in 2011, as the Ex O/Deputy Commander of the United
States Navy-led Role 3 Multinational Medical Unit/Hospital and was awarded the General
Campaign Star-Southwest Asia. Kevin is also a recipient of the Governor General awarded
Order of Military Merit. In 2012, Kevin was appointed by the Chief of Defence Staff as the
Patron of Golf for the CAF, supporting and promoting competitive sports and an active lifestyle
for all CAF members.
After 35 years of service, Kevin retired from the CAF in 2016 as the Chief Dental Officer and the
Queen’s Honorary Dental Surgeon. He then worked for the Canadian Dental Association for a
year as a senior consultant before devoting all his efforts to building Susan’s (and his)
retirement home in Constance Bay on the Ottawa River. He’s now fully retired and enrolled in a
full-time cabinetmaking program at Algonquin College, following a lifelong passion of
woodworking.
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Meet our new Treasurer:
Colonel (retired) Scott A. Becker OMM, CD, DDS, QHDS, NSS, FPFA
Colonel (retired) Scott Becker was born in Vancouver, BC. As
the son of an RCMP member, his family was posted often
and traveled across Canada. He completed his DDS at U of
T in 1981.
His first posting was to CFB Borden, and then to Petawawa,
where he received a Suggestion Award from the DMND for
his work on the mobile dental clinics. Selection for specialty
training took his family to Fort Knox Kentucky, where he
studied Advanced General Dentistry from 1987 to 1989.
Subsequent postings as Det Comd included Edmonton,
Trenton, and then the Specialty care center in Ottawa upon
promotion to LCol in 1996. LCol Becker became the
Commanding Officer 1 Dental Unit on 29 May 1998 and
served as an On-Site Commander of the CF Dental Forensic
Team responding to the Swissair 111 disaster later that year.
As CO 1 DU he eliminated the old “time-points” system,
expanded DentIS, and instituted the Unit-wide PER Boards to
ensure broad fairness and uniformity in PER scoring.
From 1997 to 2000, working closely with Treasury Board, he led the CF Health Services Group
initiative to modernize and update the Medical and Dental Branches pay structure for Dental
Surgeons and Physicians, and successfully introduced specialist pay fields and a new pay
review methodology. In 2002 he was posted as DDTS and later that year promoted to Colonel
and appointed as Director on 23 September 2002. He was appointed QHDS in 2003 and
completed the National Security Studies at the Canadian Forces College in 2004.
During his tenure he led the harmonization process between the Dental and Medical Branches,
preserving the identity, heritage, and professional technical authority of the Dental Branch. He
also oversaw the Branch organizational and establishment modernization called CFDS
RESTORE, was active in the implementation of the Health Services Information System and
served on the CDA Board of Governors for 10 years. Colonel Becker was inducted as an Officer
in the Order of Military Merit, on 26 Feb 2010, and retired from the Canadian Forces in August
of 2010 after 33 years of service.
Shortly after retirement he was recruited by the Ontario Dental Association to Chair their Task
Force on eHealth, which he did from 2010 to 2012. Post retirement volunteer work also included
the Board at the Hylands Golf Club in Ottawa, 3 years on a PGA Canada organizing committee,
and 4 years as President of the Emerald Links Estates Community Association. Scott also spent
4 years on the Board of Directors and as Chief Operating Officer of a local Bio-Tech company.
He ranks among his major achievements being married for 42 years to the same person, help
raising 2 wonderful children, scoring even par 72 from the Blue tees, and one hole-in-one after
over 40 years on the golf course. He also enjoys time with friends, making sawdust and digging
in the garden.
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Words from the Colonel Commandant
Greetings to all active and retired members of the RCDC/
CFDS!
Having recently received ministerial approval to continue
serving as the RCDC Colonel Commandant, I consider it
indeed a very special privilege and a singular honour to
assume that important responsibility. I must add, at this point,
that carrying out that function has resulted in yet another
rather busy year, including --- among other related duties and
activities --- formal presentations at the BDOC and RQ5
courses at CFHSTC in Borden and partaking in the traditional
graduation parades and ceremonies; attendance of a regional
CED at Detachment Valcartier; participation in two RCDC
Senate meetings as well as the recent CFHS Honorary
Colonels Forum and Mess Dinner; and taking part in various
other social engagements of particular significance for the Corps over the past twelve months.
As you will read elsewhere in this edition of the Newsletter, it has also been an active and
productive year for the Corps itself, both at Div HQ as well as in its various Dets. Among many
other administrative endeavors, the RCDC pursues its strong collaboration with national
accreditation authorities to improve health care delivery and is involved in ongoing
modernization activities designed to adjust organizational structures in such a way as to
enhance quality of care in the most efficient manner possible; along those lines, the number of
treatment and preventive services rendered to our men and women in uniform continues to be
impressive; individual achievements in our clinics, in the field, in our military communities across
the country, including various sporting events have been simply outstanding; Corps personnel
continue to perform admirably in all operational settings (Iraq, Latvia and aboard Asterix); the
Forensic Odontology Response Team has been repeatedly commended for its support of the
DND Casualty Identification Program; clinical accommodation continues to expand and surpass
expectations; clinical training and professional mentoring have become the envy of the
profession; and the list of accomplishments goes on and on… Needless to say, all of that has
resulted in heightened status and profile for the Corps as well as for all of its members. Dental
personnel everywhere who now wear, or have worn the Corps badge and insignia, can be
justifiably proud of those achievements and truly heartened by the high level of
acknowledgement and appreciation repeatedly garnered from all across the CAF.
So, as this year comes to a close, I would like to congratulate and thank everyone involved in
that continuing success story for their stalwart contributions and wish you all the best over the
months to come.
From a more personal perspective, my wife, Marilyn and I continue to be quite active,
participating in Heritage Conservation undertakings in our community, collating the history of the
Canadian Section of the International College of Dentists, engaging in other volunteer work
when the occasion presents itself, and in our (limited) spare time cruising the Caribbean Islands
and spending most of the winter months in the south of France. Having said that, we would like
to take this opportunity to wish all of our Dental Corps friends and colleagues a wonderful
holiday season as well as health and happiness throughout the coming year.
Most cordially,
Brigadier-General (ret) Victor J. Lanctis
MB, SBStJ, CD, BA, DDS, MFICD, FADI, FPFA
Colonel Commandant RCDC
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Mots du Colonel Commandant
Salutations à tous les membres actifs et retirés du CDRC et
SDFC!
Ayant reçu l’approbation du MDN pour continuer de servir comme
Colonel Commandant du CDRC, je considère cette responsabilité
comme très spéciale et tout un honneur. C’est une function qui a
nécessité une attention particulière cette année, avec des
présentations aux candidats du CODB et du RQ5 au CESSFC à
Borden et le besoin de participer aux diverses cérémonies de
graduation; assister aux sessions d’éducation continue à
Valcartier; participer à deux réunions du Sénat du CDRC ainsi
qu’à un forum et dîner régimentaire pour les Officiers honoraires
du SSFC; et prendre part à divers évènements sociaux d’importance pour le CDRC durant les
derniers douze mois.
Tel que décrit ailleurs, ce fut aussi une année active et très productive pour le Corps, et au QG
et dans ses détachements. Parmi tant d’autres activités, on souligne une collaboration continue
avec les autorités nationaux axée sur l’amélioration de la qualité des soins fournis ainsi que des
contributions importantes aux efforts entrepris par les FAC pour assurer une structure
administrative qui produira un service de santé des plus efficaces; le nombre de traitements et
de services de prévention accordés aux hommes et femmes en uniforme continu
d’impressionner ;
les accomplissements individuels en clinique, en campagne, dans les communautés militaires à
travers le pays, et dans plusieurs entreprises sportives ont été tout simplement extraordinaires ;
le personnel du Corps continue de faire leur marque durant les opérations à l’étranger (en Irak,
en Lettonie et à bord de l’Astérix) ; le CFFORT continue de recevoir les éloges du Ministère
pour leurs services exquis; la construction de nouvelles cliniques continue à vive allure et
surpasse même les attentes; la formation clinique et le mentorat font l’envie de la profession ; et
la liste des accomplissements s’étend toujours, résultant en un accroissement marqué du profile
et de la réputation du CDRC. Il va sans dire que tous les membres qui portent aujourd’hui, ou
qui ont porté dans le passé, les insignes du Corps dentaire peuvent avec bonnes raisons être
très fiers de ces accomplissements qui leur portent reconnaissance et gratitude à travers le
pays.
Donc, j’aimerais féliciter et vivement remercier tous ceux et celles qui ont contribué à ces
succès et vous souhaiter des réussites semblables dans les mois à venir.
Dans un contexte plus personnel, mon épouse, Marilyn, et moi continuons d’être très actifs à
plusieurs chapitres tels que la conservation du patrimoine local, la rédaction de l’histoire du
Collège International des Dentistes, le volontariat, et dans nos moments libres (limités) les
croisières aux Caraïbes ainsi que les mois d’hiver dans le sud de la France.
Ceci étant dit, nous profitons de cette occasion pour souhaiter à tous nos amis et collègues du
Corps dentaire une saison estivale merveilleuse ainsi que santé et bonheur durant toute la
nouvelle année qui s’amorce.
Très cordialement,
Brigadier-général (ret) Victor J. Lanctis
MB, SBStJ, CD, BA, MFICD, FADI, FPFA
Colonel Commandant CDRC
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NEWS FROM OUR MEMBERS
What have you been up to lately? Your colleagues would like to hear from you. Please email your
submission directly to rcdca_acdrc@icloud.com (it is easier for me to cut and paste from an electronic
submission) or include a note with your membership form.
Dave MacPherson, June 2019 Greenville, NC
After 36 years of service I took my uniform off for the last time on
September 1st (2017). Or so I thought. Just four days later I was in
uniform again, in the Recruiting Centre in Barrie – one of the
young Army Cadets I mentored as a volunteer with 2919 RCACC
was joining the CAF as an Artillery Gunner (is there anything
else?), and he asked me to swear him in. So I felt it would be very
fitting to give back in this small way…. as an old Gunner and
Dental Officer went out the door… I was privileged to welcome a
young Gunner (and a smart young man and future leader… and
who knows, maybe a future Dental Officer?) in the door.
A couple days after that, my son Scott (Aviator) MacPherson and I
embarked on a cross-country road trip, from Borden to Comox, as
he graduated from QL3 AVN Tech and was posted to 442
Transport and Rescue (SAR) Squadron. It was a great trip, that
took across the country and through the geographical centre of
North America in Rugby, ND… Actually, we made it our mission to
stop at all sorts of road-side attractions on the way, including a
couple “military” stops.Our first military stop was the aircraft
hanger of 431 Air Demonstration Squadron (aka: The Snowbirds)
at CFB Moose Jaw, where Scott spent six months on OJT (On the
Job Training). Our second “military” stop was in Roger’s Pass… where I had served just a few years
earlier (in 1984) as the OIC of the 3 RCHA (Royal Canadian Horse Artillery) AVCON (Avalanche Control
Detachment). If you have not heard of AVCON, it is one the best little secrets in the Army. Basically, you
deploy to the Parks Canada compound at the top of Rogers Pass, where the TransCanada Highway
passes through the mountains, and you help keep the highway open during the winter by shooting
105mm High Explosive rounds at the peaks of the mountains surrounding the highway, to bring down the
avalanches in a “controlled” manner. (How much you can control an avalanche is up for debate).
Anyways, it was great to visit this place again, where my soldiers and I officially became Dusty
SnowPunchers… 3 times (that means you survived being “dusted” by an incoming avalanche).
Our journey ended in Comox, where Scott settled into the barracks and reported for duty at 442.
So that was it. What a great journey I was blessed with. An amazing 23 year career serving The Guns,
and a 12 year career serving the Dental Corps… and it went by far too fast!
But the journey continues as Iris and I travel south again. (We had served two tours in the US before,
both in Texas – once for three years at Fort Bliss where I served as the CFLO and worked with the US
Army following the attacks of 9/11, and the second at Fort Hood with the Dental Corps on a 2-year AEGD
with the US Army again). But moving (back) to the United States was a much different experience this
time – no NATO-2 visa (Green Card instead), no haircut needed (although I still keep it short), and no
rental house – instead Iris and I bought a beautiful home overlooking the 2nd tee of the local Golf and
Country Club…. which fortunately is just a 5-minute drive from the East Carolina University School of
Dental Medicine. On 2 January 2018, I started as Program Director of the 1-year Advanced Education in
General Dentistry Residency at East Carolina University, in Greenville, North Carolina.
To close, I wish to pass on a huge Thank You for Your Service to any that might see this update and are
still serving the Dental Corps. Thank you for your commitment to service and for providing first-class
dental care for our soldiers, sailors, and aviators. You are their healthcare… and they deserve the best…
Thank you.
Cheers, Dave and Iris MacPherson
(Editor’s Note - if you would like a copy of Dave’s full 8-page illustrated update, complete with his email
address, please send an email to rcdca_acdrc@icloud.com )
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Kerr Williamson, Victoria, BC

July 2019

Since departing the CFDS, 1 DU and 1 Fd Amp in 2011, I miss being a DentO!
I am settled in Victoria, BC and I have 3 sons who are 7, 9 and 11. They are active in swimming, soccer
and basketball. Hopefully there is an officer in my ‘Cadre of Sons’!
When I am not tending to my patients, as a partner/owner of the Colwood Dental Group, I enjoy hiking,
biking and fishing in the Pacific Northwest. I am practicing my archery in a shooting lane behind my
home.
Although I have attended a few Mess Dinners and events in the last 8 or 9 years, I very much miss being
engaged in the Corps/Service. I look forward to being a member of the RCDC Association, and, if my
schedule permits, then I should love to engage in the Reserve Force through my local Fd Amb.
Anyhow, have a fabulous summer and chat very soon! Kindest, Your Kerr.
Major Debra Pawluk, Ottawa, ON

November 2019

I was very happily posted to Germany as the Dental Detachment Commander, Geilenkirchen 2014-2017.
Following my return to Canada I was privileged to pursue further education at the University of Toronto in
the Master of Science, Dental Public Health Program. I recently graduated and became a Fellow of the
Royal College of Dentists of Canada.
I am currently posted to the Canadian Forces Health Services Group Headquarters as Director Dental
Services 2-3 Policy and Programs and look forward to working in the Directorate.
Dick O'Mara, St Catherines, ON

December 2019

Andree and I are enjoying our lives in our new home back in St Catharines. A bit different then living in
Port Dover for years. Now we are close to everything we ever will need. We are both in good health, and
getting around without any aids. As I mentioned last year, we are in a nice townhouse condo community
with people of similar age. My unit has a garage with four parking spaces...nice for family visiting.
Last summer we made our annual trip to Cape Breton (Isle Madame), so Andree could be with her
sisters, we spent two weeks there, and really enjoyed ourselves, our youngest daughter was with us, with
her family. We had rented a summer house for a couple of weeks, so it was nice, and the weather was
great
We drove down through Canada, we take four days now to do the trip, I did all the driving, getting to be a
long trip, not as young as I used to be.
I do hope all other members are enjoying retirement like I am ... And as the old army saying goes....
"There's no life like it"..... Cheers to all.
Andy Baird, Halifax, NS

December 2019

Rita and I keep busy with our various social activities. She knits and crafts items for the Children's
Hospital while I continue to play music every month with two of my friends at four senior's homes and I
run a weekly Jam Session out of the common room in our building which is very well attended by both
musicians and residents. Our group has also been hired to play at a few Christmas parties and Seniors
Dances. I am an active member of the local Newfoundland Club and also help organize the quarterly get
together in this area for our retired dental personnel. We are hoping to escape in the spring for vacations
to Ontario and either California, Florida or Vegas.
Have a merry Christmas and a healthy and happy New Year.
Andy
Nelson Highfield, London, ON

December 2019

I have been enjoying my retirement here in London Ontario for the past (shall we say) few years. Look
forward to many more, God Willing.
My Family and I wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a Blessed New Year.
WO (retired) Nelson Highfield CD2
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Frank Hedley, Comox, BC
December 2019
Greetings Mainland Friends. So
guess who just moved to Comox,
BC? Yes, my spouse Teresa and I
joined the swell and have returned to
the west coast after eleven years in
Ottawa. For those that know Comox,
we live just above Goose Spit Park.
We have all heard the joke that “BC”
stands for “Bring Cash”, but in our
case it also means “Big Change”.
But first two big thank yous. The first
is to Scott Becker, who agreed to
replace me in my former position as
RCDCA Treasurer. The positions of
President and Treasurer are so
closely connected that they really
need to be collocated. Richard
would often resolve spreadsheet
troubles directly on my laptop comparing his screen with mine, something that works less well with a 5000
km separation. Secondly, never underestimate the value of a good planning session over lunch at the
mess, which also benefits from living in the same area. So many thanks to Scott for assuming my prior
duties as RCDCA Treasurer. I really enjoyed my term as Treasurer, and it was a privilege being able to
correspond with Dental Corps colleagues and family from coast to coast. Thank you for your support, and
now over to Scott.
The second thank you is to those who volunteered to be treasurer following my departure despite a
geographic separation. Your dedication to the RCDCA is greatly appreciated and you would have done
an excellent job. If Scott should unfortunately ever be on the wrong side of another Ottawa bus accident,
we may yet be calling.
So Teresa and I are now back on Vancouver Island. As Kevin Goheen called it, third time is a charm. I
was posted to Dent Det Comox twice, 1989 to ’93, and 2004 to ’08, and Teresa grew up in Comox, so
moving back isn’t a big surprise or adjustment, especially after last year’s winter in Ottawa. Five months
of snow on the ground got to be a little tiresome even for an Ontario boy like me. Actually there was one
more Comox experience before my two postings. My DOTP phase 3A training was also here in Comox,
away back in 1982. Kjell Hansen was Det Commander (Hi Kjell) at the time, and CF 101s were flying out
of Comox in their air defence role. USAF tactical nukes were stored on the base (can I say that?) and
were guarded by a Det of 3PPCLI from Work Point, Esquimalt. Now the only 101 around is mounted on a
concrete pedestal outside the gate and the rest are just an asterisks of history. (The Search and Rescue
and the Maritime Patrol squadrons remain here in Comox.)
I still follow the Ottawa news and weather. Nothing like scenes of an ice storm on the 401 and 417 to
make me appreciate the temperate temperatures here, even if it is raining, or about to rain, or just
finished raining. Today the sky is blue, the snow is high up on the mountain, the sea is calm, and the
coldest thing is the beer. A Big Change for sure.
Best regards to all, Frank Hedley
Judy Parker, Victoria, BC

December 2019

I retired in 1996 with 30 years as a hygienist and set up my own business as a locum hygienist filling in
around Victoria & area as needed. My business registration number is 001 which indicates that I was the
1st self employed hygienist in BC on 01 Dec 19. I’ve had the chance to work for many dental specialists
over the years & I enjoyed every minute of it!!!! I finally retired for the second time with 23 years more
years of dental hygiene experience Remember my words “Just floss the ones you want to keep!”
Merry Christmas & all the very best in 2020. MWO (ret’d) Judy Parker, RDH
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Kerry Mathers, ON

December 2019

It is that busy Holiday Season & I wish you & family a great
Christmas & Happy 2020!!
I had the Privilege of cruising on the Holland America ship
Noordam for 26 days, from Vancouver to Hawaii to Pago
Pago, American Samoa, Savusavu Fiji, Easo, Lifou New
Caledonia, and to Sydney Australia. One of the Ship’s
Officers was an Officer in the Royal British Navy & he
organized a Veterans Get Together for passengers on board
the Noordam. 30 of us met & I was happy to represent the
R.C.D.C. There was an American W.W. 2 Vet, Korean
Veterans, Vietnam & Afghanistan vets. Each of us introduced
ourselves, which branch of the Armed Forces we served &
our experiences. One retired U.S. Air Force Lt.Colonel flew
52 B52 missions in Vietnam. Another Viet Nam officer had a son in the U.S. Army who died in
Afghanistan. There were 3 female officers, one of whom was in the U.S. Army for 30 years!!! It was a
moving experience—we are truly “A Band of Brothers.”
Kerry
Ken Musselman, Wasaga Beach

December 2019

Lois and I continue to enjoy life in Wasaga Beach. We are managing to stay active but at a much slower
pace than a few years ago. Lois keeps herself busy with teaching and participating in Scottish Country
and Old English Country dancing. She also teaches sewing classes in Barrie. I manage to workout every
day at the Y in Wasaga Beach and take a tai chi class once a week. As I now am the oldest living relative
on my mother’s and father’s side I have decided to do the genealogy for both families. My father’s side
was easy as his father was a Mennonite and there are unlimited family records of relatives back into the
early 1700s. However my mother’s parent’s, Gurals, immigrated to Kitchener, Ontario from Poland in
1906. Searching limited records as well as the different spelling of the family name has been a challenge.
Even in their Parish 75th anniversary book, the name is spelt five different ways. But, this exercise has
been educational and I do enjoy the struggles.
With two of our daughters living in BC, one daughter living in Toronto and Lois from Cape Breton, we
seem to spend more time visiting family and relatives than in Wasaga Beach.During our most recent trip
to Nova Scotia Lois and I had a very pleasant visit and lunch with Micheline Banville and her husband
Shizuo while sitting in their beautiful back yard. Another occasion, while Lois was in Cape Breton, she
spent an enjoyable time with Mike and Peggy Bouris. Mike and Peggy were exploring, having fun and
enjoying Cape Breton during Celtic Colours. Again during a visit to Nova Scotia, Lois and I toured the coal
mines in Springhill. At the mine, I met one of John Hopkin’s granddaughters, who then was a student at
St. Francis Xavier university in Antigonish studying nursing. Lois and I did not see John, but by the time
we arrived home there was a phone message from him. I talked on the phone to John or I should say, I
listened to John talk for at least one hour. John and I served together in Germany and Halifax. John
joined the reserve after leaving the dental corps and retired from the reserve as a Warrant Officer.
Lois and I travel quite frequently to BC to visit our daughters. Each March break we take our grandson,
Lukas, skiing to Big White. This past summer I was in Whistler cheering our two daughters on as they
raced the Ironman 70.3 miles. Joey-Lynn has done many Ironman races and three weeks earlier she had
raced the same distance in Victoria. Whistler was D’arcey’s first race since her son, Lukas, was born 10
years ago.
Lois and I greatly appreciate our life that we experienced in the Canadian Military. We have made many
life long friends throughout Canada and are very thankful that we had the opportunity to be part of the
dental family. And thank you Richard for continuing the important task of keeping the RCDC(A) alive and
following in the footsteps of such excellent presidents as Charlie Hunt, Hap Protheroe and Peter
McQueen.
Ken Musselman
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June Patterson and Cliff
Beauchamp attended the
Remembrance Service
conducted by the Westboro
Legion at the Carlingwood Mall.

Ken Wallace submitted this group photo of the 1964 RCDC Curling Bonspiel. Can
you provide any of the missing names?
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LAST POST
We Will Remember Them
Major (Retired) Joseph Patrick WALSH
Elmo Gordon TUPPER
David GAUDREAU
Chief Warrant Officer (retired) Marcel Maurice "Marc" ARBOUR
Lieutenant-Colonel (Retired) Harry Myles AMOS
Carman Marshall Joseph MARTELL
Major (Retired) Joseph Patrick Walsh. July 25, 1940 - February 20, 2019. It
is with heavy hearts that we announce the passing of Dr. Joseph Patrick
Walsh, DDS. Joe was loved and is deeply missed. Born in Birmingham
England July 25, 1940, Joe had an adventurous spirit that pulled him from
home at just 18 years old to be an RAF Radio Operator. He made the most of
the military life as it propelled him to a life time of adventures. He was a
Dentist, paratrooper, fishing guide, sailor, traveller and life long student. Joe
had a serious sweet tooth, loved a good conversation, an interesting book,
religion, making a clever trade on the stock market, laughter, and visits with
friends. He was a generous, soft spoken and thoughtful man. Joe leaves
behind his beloved companion and traveling partner of 31 years Lizette
Chevrette, his brothers, sister, nephews and nieces. Joe has returned home to
Ireland to his final resting place.

Elmo Gordon Tupper, Age 98, passed away December 2018 in the Veteran’s
Unit of Soldier Memorial Hospital in Middleton, NS. He was a veteran of the
Second World War, serving in the Dental Corps from 1940 to 1946, and was
stationed in Yarmouth, Halifax, Cornwallis, Aldershot and Stadacona, where he
was in charge of the clinic on North Street. Cremation has taken place. The
family wishes to express their sincere appreciation to the staff and volunteers
at Soldier’s Memorial Hospital – Veteran’s Unit, Middleton for their care,
kindness and compassion.

Chief Warrant Officer (retired) Marcel Maurice "Marc" Arbour. Age 73,
of Dartmouth, passed away on September 16, 2019, at home. Born in
Timmins, Ont., he was a son of the late Olivia Charles and Beatrice
Emma (Brousseau) Arbour. Marc served for 33 years in the Royal
Canadian Army as a Dental Lab Technician. He retired in 1995 as CWO
and Dental Branch Chief at CFB Stadacona. He enjoyed working with
stained glass and gardening. He had a great sense of humour and loved
to tell stories. Marc is survived by his wife of 52 years, Bernice
(Ransome); daughter, Andrea (Stewart); siblings, Jacqueline (Dave)
Mercer, Josie (Marty) Venne, Victor (Jennifer), Danny (Jennifer); and
many nieces and nephews. Cremation has taken place. A Celebration of
Life reception will be held at a later date. In lieu of flowers, donations may
be made to the Heart and Stroke Foundation. Online condolences may be
made by visiting: www.atlanticfuneralhomes.com Dartmouth Chapel.
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Lieutenant-Colonel (Retired) Harry Myles Amos, March 13, 1941 - July
27, 2019. Harry passed away peacefully at home, as he had wanted to, with
much love surrounding him. His family were his heart, soul, and inspiration
and he is deeply missed by all of them. Mourning his loss and remembering
forever his smile, wit, and fierce determination are his wife of 29 years, Eva,
his daughters Nancy and Christina (granddaughter Maia), his son Nicholas,
his sister Ruth Bishop, and their families. Generous, welcoming, and friendly
to all, Harry made friends everywhere he went. With a gentle sense of
humour and a weakness for corny jokes, Harry's easygoing manner made
everyone around him feel like family. He loved new experiences and places
and never failed to share the best things in life with those he loved. He
leaves behind a vast network of devoted friends who have been a source of
incredible joy and great support, particularly in the last few months as he
faced down cancer with courage - and some cursing - for the third time in his
life. He never stopped fighting to stay with us for every day that he could; nor
did he stop surprising us along the way. A mischievous boy hailing from Bathurst, New Brunswick, Harry
joined the military as a young man and found a great sense of camaraderie and community throughout
his many years in the Dental Corps. After retiring from the military as a Lieutenant-Colonel, he worked as
an oral and maxillofacial surgeon with Argyle Associates until retirement. In retirement, he and Eva loved
spending winters in Florida, where he used his time to improve his golf game, share funny stories, and
make new memories with friends there. Rest easy, big guy. There's nothing more you need to do now.
We've got it from here; you showed us how to look after each other. We hope you're somewhere with your
friends and family who went before you, laughing over a glass of expensive single malt or fine red wine,
and eating unlimited ice cream. The family would like to thank the palliative care staff who brought
compassion, wisdom, and grace into our home at the most difficult of times. A celebration of Harry's life
will take place at a later date. In his memory, donations to the Ottawa Humane Society
(www.ottawahumane.ca) or Boxer Rescue Ontario (www.boxerrescueontario.com) would be greatly
appreciated.
Carman Marshall Joseph MARTELL. Age 95, Timberlea, February 6,
1924 - July 10th, 2019. It is with great sadness that we announce the
sudden passing of Carman Martell. He was affectionately known as
“Grumpy” and will be missed by family, friends, and neighbours. He served
29 years as a dental technician in the CAF where he was known as “Joe”
Martell. During his service he did two overseas tours; one in Cyrus and one
in Egypt. After retirement he enjoyed his many salvage yard trips with his
friend Bas Murphy, bringing home whatever treasure they found. Later on,
he enjoyed his vegetable garden, jigsaw puzzles, models and shopping
trips to Value Village.
Left behind to remember him are sons, James “Jim” Martell (Edie
Orenstein) and Stephen Martell (Gail Dixon), daughter, Denise Vining
(Russell); grandchildren Colin, Kelly, Cody Shelby and Haley; siblings Bill
Martell, Frank Martell, Marie Morton and Eleanor Ivanko, and numerous
nieces and nephews.
David Gaudreau (1961-2019 ) Retired Dental Hygienist
À Saint-Gabriel-de-Brandon, le 20 janvier 2019, à l’âge de 58 ans, est décédé
monsieur David Gaudreau.
Il laisse dans le deuil : la femme de sa vie, Lise Garneau; sa mère feu Colette
Langlois, sa sœur Marie (Jean Piché), et ses frères Michel (Louise Rémy) et
François (Janine Truchon).
Sa famille militaire dont René Lacasse (Francine et les enfants), Mario Dugay
(Nadia et les enfants), Bernard Isabelle (Francine et les enfants) et Raymond
Jobin (Thérèse et les enfants) ainsi que ses nièces et neveux, autres parents
et amis.
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Dental Officer Phase Training in the Late 1950s
Photos courtesy of Kerry Mathers
Kerry Mathers provided an envelope of photographs and other memorabilia
from his Dental Officer Phase Training days. I know it has changed several
times over the years, and I suspect these memories will be of interest to
Dental Officers of all eras as well as those NCO’s that helped to train us.

All Army officer Phase Training started at one of the Combat Arms Schools, such as the RCS of I. There
is at least one other dental officer in this group photo - O/C MN Deyette is the first man in the third row, O/
C Mathers is third from the right in the same row.
Sports played a large part of initial phase training, Kerry provided photos of his participation in the track
and tug-o-war teams.
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The next group of photos, dated
September 1957, show Kerry and
his friends posing in and around
the barracks and on exercise.

O/C Kerry Mathers

Morley Deyette, Kerry Mathers and Paul Coulombe
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Phase Two training was conducted in 1958 at the RCDC School in conjunction with the Medical Corps.
I’ve included the scrap book margins in order to identify the other dental officers on course.

Phase 3 was also at the RCDC School, and
included a three week field exercise.

O/C Mathers and Deyette

Roger Paturel, Harold Brogan, Rod Moran, Morley Deyette
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RCDC Cadet Parade, August 1959. Inspection by Brigadier Baird and Colonel Kearney.
Again, sports played a large part of phase training, and Kerry participated on the Swim and Track Teams.
Thank-you Kerry for sharing these memories with us.

R. Paturel, Yosh Kamachi, Col Kearney, R. Hopkins, Pete Morin.
K Mathers, Vincent, Hal Brogan, G. Leggett, Olie Tucker
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Victory at the Battle of Beechwood
By Colonel (Retired) Scott Becker OMM, CD, DDS, QHDS, NSS, FPFA
The National Military Cemetery (NMC) at Beechwood Cemetery, Ottawa. Yes,
that Beechwood.
This is the story of Health Services veterans finally gaining the right to use their
proper organizational titles on headstones at the NMC. It is a story about a
significant wrong being finally righted. It is also a story of tenacity and teamwork
prevailing over intransigent thinking complicated by an inability to admit a
mistake had been made.
The issue was that the military Director of History and Heritage (DHH) had ruled
some years ago that ‘Canadian Forces Dental Services’ and ‘Canadian Forces
Medical Service’ were never official organization titles and hence, could not be used on headstones at the
NMC. Boggles the mind doesn’t it? Never official titles … really? Those that belonged to the RCDC before
CAF Integration in 1968 or served in the RCDC after 2013 could use ‘Royal Canadian Dental Corps’ on
their headstones. Surely there must be some sort of clerical error in not recognizing that the RCDC
became the CFDS, and the CFDS became the RCDC, so if RCDC was acceptable, then surely CFDS
should be equally acceptable. Getting this fixed should have been a no-brainer. Well, to quote my battlehardened predecessor Col (ret’d) John Currah, “The problem with no-brainers is that usually somebody
with no brain gets in the way.” I will leave it to the reader to decide how often that applies throughout this
saga, but let’s get to the story beginning with some salient background.
A rough calculation finds that this issue affects the over 5,000 Health Services veterans who served
entirely under the banners of the Canadian Forces Dental Services and the Canadian Forces Medical
Service and hence would not be allowed to use these organizational titles on their headstones at the
NMC. This was not just about a select few, this was about a obtaining a fair and just policy for a large
number of Health Services Group veterans.
The issue first came to light in 2013. LCol Susan Groves, wife of our Maj Richard Groves, was fighting
cancer and they were in the process of making their preplanned final arrangements at NMC. Application
was made to the Director Casualty Support and Management (who implements DHH policy) who granted
permission for interment at the NMC. In early 2014, when filling out the required forms, they requested
CFMS and CFDS as the regimental affiliation on their headstones. Shortly thereafter, they were informed
that “Dental Branch” and “Medical Branch” were the only acceptable affiliations to be used with the
medical and dental cap badges. Susan particularly was not happy with this denial, and rightly so. As a
pharmacist with CMED, and having commanded a FMED and an RMED, she had worked closely with
many civilians and Log Branch personnel in CFMS units. It was important to her that her headstone
indicated this larger organization, and not just fellow Medical Branch personnel.
In early 2014, she sent a note to the Surgeon General (SG), who was surprised that CFMS was not
acceptable for use on the headstone. He expressed shock and dismay at this unfair situation and tasked
the Med Br CWO to liaise with DCSM/DHH to sort it out. A few months later the Med Br CWO was
seconded out of CFHS and the issue seemed to fall into the NDHQ ether and disappear. In 2015 Susan’s
condition deteriorated considerably. Sadly, it became apparent that they could not wait to have the
headstone engraved, and despite her last wishes, they were forced to use Medical Branch on her
headstone, and not CFMS, due to this DHH policy.
The issue was resurrected in late 2016. I had been an Executor, twice, for both my parents’ estates, once
in 2016 and again in 2017. Both of their final arrangements were preplanned, which was a gift to me, and
it became very apparent this was a very wise thing to do. So, in November 2016 I was at Beechwood to
begin making final arrangements for my wife and myself, not aware of the Groves’ plight. Same process.
After Director Casualty Support Management (DCSM) approval for NMC internment, on my forms I
requested the Dental Corps badge and CFDS for my headstone. A few days later, I’m informed by
Beechwood that ‘CFDS’ is denied and only ‘Dental Branch’ is approved for use. “Denied why exactly?” I
inquired. The response was that DHH determines the acceptable organizational titles and we have to go
by that. But, “Dental Branch” is not an even an organizational title, it is a personnel grouping, and CFDS
was the correct title. I was the Director of the Dental Services for 8 years and I think I know the name of
the organization that I led and in which I served. I asked Beechwood to please call DHH and tell them to
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look again at the obvious, and that CFDS had been in use for over 40 years. This should have been easy.
They said they would call DHH to pass this along and ask again.
A few days later I am told that CFDS is still denied, and with respect to my pointing out that CFDS had
been used for over 40 years, they (apparently somebody in DHH) said, and I’m not kidding here, that we
“made that name up ourselves for our own use and that it was never an official name”. Unbelievable!
The CF used a “made up” name for an organization for 40 years? Sure, we all know how lackadaisical the
CF is about using organizational names. Don’t like yours, no problem, go ahead and make up another
one and use that… for over 40 years. Not. I told Beechwood I understood their hands were tied but,
there was no (adjective) way that I was accepting this ridiculous rationale and decision from up their DND
chain, they were not to proceed with processing the headstone, and please give me the contact
information of whomever they were talking to at DHH so I could speak to them myself.
I will point out here that both DCSM and DHH are small directorates within CMP. Unless specified, I use
these names referring to the generic directorate and not an individual, although I had emails and
conversations with a number of individuals in both places. The chain of admin for the NMC at
Beechwood goes through a NMC Manager (a CWO) who works within DCSM, where DCSM apparently
implements DHH policy/decisions, including policies governing the NMC. Specific names of those I had
emails and exchanges with are withheld to protect the guilty, and we don’t know the names of the actual
decision makers. This is also the time to point out that the staff at the NMC were understanding, but are
required to follow DCSM/DHH policy.
My first email to them reviewed what I thought to be self-evident, to no effect. Still, according to them,
CFDS as a title never existed. My next attempt was telling them to go back to CF Integration in 1968. The
names of everything changed then, including us and in our case from RCDC to CFDS. Go find the
CFOOs or whatever orders/directives of the day that were issued, it has to be all there. Fine they said,
provide us with the CFOO and we will look at it. No, I told them, YOU are the Directorate of History and
Heritage, you are the keepers of those records and are supposed to know what you are talking about, not
me teach it to you. And myself as a retired member with no access to the DWAN, how should I find
them? Fine, they said they will look when they had a chance. Right.
Now in and around that time I called Maj (ret’d) Richard Groves to enlist his assistance on tracking down
some references. He reminded me of his past experience with his late wife Susan and the issue was
exactly the same for the CFMS as it was for the CFDS. At this point it became a combined fight over both
titles and Richard and I would combine forces to fight this to conclusion. Richard, whom I gratefully count
as a friend and colleague, had worked for me in my Directorate in the policy cell, and had over his years
there earned the nickname “The Wizard” for good reason. One of the best minds for policy writing and
research I had ever seen. While we were doing some collaboration on this issue, I received a response
back from DHH.
Their position changed slightly. They now admitted that the title CFDS had existed, but only from 1969 to
1971 when all the CF Branches were stood up and our name changed again from ‘CFDS’ to the “Dental
Branch”, and still stipulated that the title CFDS was incorrectly used throughout the CF for over 40 years,
all the way up to 2013 when everyone got the “Royal” titles back and the dental organization reverted
back to RCDC. They still contended that CFDS was not official after 1971 and provided CFAO 2-10
(1971) as evidence. We dug up the references to review before responding back. This document was
pretty clear and their misinterpretation was also clear and self-evident, at least to Richard and myself.
Despite all efforts to explain what a Branch was and was not, and to educate them, DHH could not wrap
their minds around the concept that the “Branches” were a personnel management construct and not an
organizational title. Branch Advisors, as stipulated right in the CFAO, were there to advise on and manage
professional standards, employment, and training etc., not to exercise command and control of an
organization. If anything, the Dental Branch was a subset of the greater CFDS, as the Branch included
only the dental cap badged personnel but the CFDS organization also included civilians and other military
elements as well. The fact that I had sat on CMP’s Branch Advisor Council for many years carried no
weight, I didn’t know what I was talking about and they were right because they said so. The CFAO
explicitly said that Branches should not be confused with NDHQ organizational elements. They refused
to accept the idea that our Medical and Dental Branches existed in parallel to our organizations. So, I
asked them that why was it that when the “Infantry Branch” was stood up at the same time, all the infantry
regiments like the RCR and the PPCLI, etc did not revert to the organizational title of just “Infantry
Branch”? No, they said, that was different. Not different I suggested, it is the same argument and the
same document, explain to me how this is different than the twisted logic you are applying to the CFDS
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and CFMS. No other reason, it just is, was all they could muster. Effectively it was “There is no reason for
it, it’s just our policy”. I asked them why I had two official titles, as the Director Dental Services and the
Dental Branch Advisor from separate designating authorities if there were not TWO entities. No answer
was ever provided on that question. Colonel Currah’s axiom again comes to the fore.
It became apparent that DHH was fully entrenched in this flawed thinking and position and that we
needed to go over his head and bring outside vectors to bear on the issue. As a parallel and concurrent
activity, Richard and I had brought this issue up at our Dental Corps Senate meetings more than once. All
were astounded at the flawed thinking and policy decision by DHH. When visiting our Senate as a guest
speaker, then SurgGen designate BGen Andrew Downes was apprised of the issue and stated he would
support the fight to win the right to use CFMS and CFDS on headstones at NMC. Needless to say we
also had the full support of the Dental Corps senior leadership. Colonels Picard and Lemon were
completely on board.
Email exchanges, phone calls and time continued to march forwards to now finding ourselves in the fall of
2018. Two Access to Information requests to find the relevant CFOOs took over a year, and produced
nothing. My own thoughts on generating outside vectors included a letter to the MND, a letter to the MND
threatening to go to the media on a soon to break scandal over veterans last wishes being unjustly denied
at the National Military Cemetery (in an election year the hyper sensitive media would have been all over
that story), skip the letter and just go to the media, a letter and BN directly to Commander Military
Personnel (CMP) who was DHH’s boss, or give the system a chance to work as it should and staff it up
through the SG and CFHSG allowing their weight to be thrown in behind the initiative. With the weight of
the Commander CFHS and SG supporting clear documentation and logic to CMP, that should be enough
to move DHH. The latter option was chosen but I was keeping all other options in my pocket if needed.
Richard and I sat down late in 2018 to put all our research, documentation, logic and arguments into a
letter and Briefing Note (BN) addressed to the Surgeon General. This we felt would provide him with all
the ammunition necessary to take the issue to CMP on a united front. We informed Colonels Picard and
Lemon what we were doing so they were prepared and could lobby for the cause when or if appropriate.
Richard, in his role as President of the RCDCA, had already garnered the support of the previous
President of the RCMSA. When the BN was almost ready, he forwarded a copy to the RCMSA President
and asked if they would like to be a co-signatory. After a short review of what we had on paper, the
RCSMA agreed to sign the final letter, and the final copy was sent to the Surgeon General on 3 May
2019. A copy of each (less attachments) is provided for the record at the end of this article.
I did have one more brief exchange with DCSM and a new NMC Manager who informed me that
headstones at NMC was their jurisdiction and any decisions would come from them. Ok, maybe
somebody with more common sense here. I reviewed the issue, the discussions to date, arguments and
references, and what needed to happen. Instead of moving forward, and responding to my arguments,
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they immediately backtracked and told me this was a DHH policy and any decision would have to come
from them. What happened this being DCSM jurisdiction? More silence.
Later in that month of May there was a discussion at the Health Services Executive Council with the Chief
Dental Officer (CDO) Col Picard, the DComd Col Lemon, and the Commander present to discuss the
support and way forward for this file. Col Picard would become the OPI and prepare a Health Services
BN for the Commanders review. This was completed sometime in June when it was sent for further
staffing and review within CFHSG HQ.
At this point, before getting back to the story, I want to make what I feel is a very important point about
trusting the judgement of the sitting Director, or CDO as we now call the position. Having been in that
chair for 8 years, I know there is an inescapable truth. It is that nobody knows the political landscape, the
personalities, the prevailing directions and leanings of all those within the greater operating network of the
current CDO, than the current sitting CDO. He is the only one in that particular dynamic and space. Not
the CO, not his senior Directorate staff, and not past CDOs/Directors know what he knows, sees what he
sees or deals with the same issues around NDHQ. During this spring and early summer Colonel Picard
and I had a couple conversations about the issue and strategy. We agreed on some points and diverged
on a couple others. Keeping my truth in mind I knew when to be quiet and defer to his judgement on what
to do. Not that he had to listen to me at all for anything anyway, but it was a friendly chat between old
colleagues. He was the quarterback and, rightfully so, was calling the plan that he would implement. I
trusted him and that he would succeed.
The short story is that the BN which the RCDCA and RCMSA submitted to the SG was rewritten and
tweaked to reflect those perspectives, points and tone that our CDO deemed essential. His closing
paragraph, which he graciously shared, reflects the more diplomatic tone. It read “The CAF has made
great strides towards benevolent interpretation of policy and has been leading many positive changes.
We believe the acquiescence by DHH to use the designators “Canadian Forces Medical Service” or
“Canadian Forces Dental Services” on headstones of former members of the CFMS and CFDS that
served from 1971 to 2013 would demonstrate such benevolence, acknowledging the strong service
affiliations of CFHS Veterans to the CFMS or CFDS, and respecting the last wishes of those who proudly
served their country.”
It was written for the HS Commander to send to CMP, with a courtesy copy to DHH. My previous efforts
with the first BN where I provided a draft copy to DCSM with suggestions for resolution, did not generate
one as I was not the right person asking, and apparently not in the right place to generate any empathetic
listening. Now with a sitting CDO paying a courtesy call to DHH, with the weight of a MGen behind their
BN going to DHH’s boss, to suggest they may want to resolve this and do the right thing before the actual
BN leaves for CMP, well………. now certain people are paying attention and really listening for perhaps
the first time on this file. There were apparently several email exchanges but, in the end, Col Picard’s
persistence paid off, ultimately generating a “supported as written” from the DHH shop, with applicable
parties on the distribution list so all were aware. Success! BZ CDO!
Once informed of this great news I contacted Beechwood to let them know and ask what it was they
needed in the way of authorization notification in order to move forwards. A simple call or email would do
it to get things moving from their manager at DCSM. My next call was there where I was told she had not
heard anything yet and would have to wait for word from DCSM himself, who knew of the DHH approval.
Apparently, meetings had to take place with DHH to discuss issues and details. Seemed to me they were
having a problem with “yes” and “Proceed, with official policy to be promulgated in due course” was not
part of their vocabulary. Emails continued until finally on October 30, 2019, authorization was given to
Beechwood that they could use the titles Canadian Forces Dental Services and Canadian Forces Medical
Service on headstones at NMC for those personnel who served in those organizations between 1969 and
2013. Why was it so hard to get the right thing done, something that should have been so easy? One can
only speculate.
This is a great success story all around. Veterans working with their Associations, working with the active
duty leadership of their parent Corps, Dental and Medical working together with the support of the
Surgeon General and Commander Health Services to get the right thing done despite roughly a decade
of resistance on changing erroneous policy interpretations and decisions.
Some of us just have trouble walking away from a fight, especially when the cause is just. Never
underestimate what tenacity and teamwork can achieve. Well done to all that contributed to this victory.
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3 May 2019
Surgeon General / Commander
Canadian Forces Health Services Group
NDHQ Carling Campus
101 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa ON K1A 0K2
REQUEST FOR HEALTH SERVICES VETERANS TO HAVE THE OPTION
TO USE ‘CANADIAN FORCES MEDICAL SERVICE’ OR ‘CANADIAN
FORCES DENTAL SERVICES’ AS ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS
ON HEADSTONES AT THE NATIONAL MILITARY CEMETERY
The Royal Canadian Medical Service Association (RCMSA) and the Royal Canadian Dental Corps Association
(RCDCA) request your assistance with correcting the policy restricting the use of the designators ‘Canadian
Forces Medical Service’ and ‘Canadian Forces Dental Services’ on headstones at the National Military
Cemetery (NMC) in Ottawa.
CFHS veterans whose period of service is entirely between 1971 and 2013 who wish to be interred at the NMC
must use the designators ‘Medical Branch’ or ‘Dental Branch’ on their headstone. ‘Canadian Forces Medical
Service’ and ‘Canadian Forces Dental Services’ are not available options. Despite official written guidance in
the original CFAO 2-10 (1971), Directorate of History and Heritage (DHH) has adopted the erroneous position
that the standing up of the Branches in 1971 wholly replaced the existing CFMS and CFDS organizations.
Subsequently, DHH is not allowing the ‘Canadian Forces Medical Service’ and ‘Canadian Forces Dental
Services’ titles to be used on headstones at NMC. Individuals in correspondence with DHH have been unable
to change this decision, despite many valid arguments. The attached Briefing Note discusses this issue more
thoroughly.
The desire to use ‘Canadian Forces Medical Service’ and ‘Canadian Forces Dental Services’ as affiliations at
NMC is not a whim. In both Medical and Dental units, the majority of our colleagues are civilian, and personnel
from other Branches play a significant role. These other personnel are not part of the Medical and Dental
Branches, but are part of the larger organization (now RCMS and RCDC). Within the Health Services, the
Branches are merely constructs for personnel administration – many of us identify far more closely with the
parent organizations, which, until 2013, were the CFMS and CFDS. Health Services veterans pushing for the
right to use ‘Canadian Forces Medical Service’ and ‘Canadian Forces Dental Services’ on their NMC
headstones include a (now deceased) Pharmacist Officer who served as the Pharmacy MOSID advisor for four
years and a recently retired Director of Dental Services who served as both the CFDS Director and the Dental
Branch advisor – both of these officers were fully cognizant of the role Branches play in the CAF, and were
bitterly disappointed when informed that ‘Canadian Forces Medical Service’ and ‘Canadian Forces Dental
Services’ were not acceptable affiliations for their headstones. This is causing significant distress for those
affected and could be an issue for thousands of other Health Services veterans.
The Presidents of both the Royal Canadian Medical Service Association and the Royal Canadian Dental Corps
Association perceive the current DHH policy to be fundamentally flawed, unfair, and a major source of
dissatisfaction for their members. It is our opinion that the arguments against allowing the use of CFMS and
CFDS are invalid, and denying the use of CFMS and CFDS causes unnecessary distress to CFHS veterans for
no benefit. As there are already numerous headstones with ‘Canadian Forces Medical Service’ and ‘Canadian
Forces Dental Services’ at the NMC, denying their use to newcomers does not even preserve uniformity.
We request your support in having ‘Canadian Forces Medical Service’ and ‘Canadian Forces Dental Services’
added to the list of acceptable affiliations for use at NMC for all personnel that served after CF Integration until
October 2013, when they were renamed to Royal Canadian Medical Service and Royal Canadian Dental
Corps.
(signed)
Maurice Beauchamp, MMM, CD
Chief Warrant Officer (retired)
President
Royal Canadian Medical Services Association

R.R. Groves, CD
Major (retired)
President
Royal Canadian Dental Corps Association
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Briefing Note
HEALTH SERVICES VETERANS CONTINUE TO BE DENIED THE
USE OF ‘CANADIAN FORCES MEDICAL SERVICE’ OR ‘CANADIAN
FORCES DENTAL SERVICES’ AS ORGANIZATIONAL AFFILIATIONS
ON HEADSTONES AT THE NATIONAL MILITARY CEMETERY
Issue: Veterans of the Canadian Forces Medical Service (CFMS) and Canadian Forces Dental Services
(CFDS) have been, and continue to be, unjustly denied the use of these organization names on their
headstones at the National Military Cemetery (NMC).
Background:
The Directorate of Casualty Support Management (DCSM) is the organization for policy concerning the
NMC, but the Directorate of History and Heritage (DHH) is the organization responsible for the decision
preventing the NMC from using ‘Canadian Forces Medical Service’ or ‘Canadian Forces Dental Services’
as regimental designators on headstones at the NMC. Despite official written guidance in the original
CFAO (2-10 1971) (Flag A), DHH has adopted the erroneous position that the standing up of the
Personnel Branches in 1971 wholly replaced the existing CFMS and CFDS organizations. DHH is
subsequently not allowing the titles ‘Canadian Forces Medical Service and ‘Canadian Forces Dental
Services’ to be used on headstones at NMC.
After considerable correspondence, in which DHH initially denied the existence at any time of CFMS and
CFDS, DHH finally admitted that “the title ‘Canadian Forces Dental Services’ was officially recognized
only from 2 May 1969 to 27 Aug 1971”. (Flag B), DHH now asserts that (sic) “the only two official
documents of relevance are CFAO 2-10 18/69 (Flag C) which renamed RCDC to Canadian Forces Dental
Service, and CFAO 2-10 35/71, which renamed it again to Dental Branch. CFOO were not (and are not)
the only mechanism to change organizational titles.” Likewise, DHH asserts that the Canadian Forces
Medical Service was only officially recognized from its formation in 1959 until CFAO 2-10 was updated in
1971 to stand up the Branches.
DHH now accepts that those CFHS veterans who served between May 1969 and August 1971 are
entitled to use CFMS and CFDS as designators on their headstones, but insists that ‘Dental Branch’ and
‘Medical Branch’ were the only recognized organization names between 1971 and the return of the Royal
designations in 2013. DHH has admitted that the titles CFMS and CFDS were ‘widely used for over 40
years’ but insists that they were used as unofficial titles.
Arguments against this assertion include:
a.

In 1968, as part of CAF Unification, four Services were designated – Medical, Dental, Legal
and Chaplain. Duties of the Heads of Services were greater than those of Branch Advisors;
(CDS Directive D2 69) (Flag D);

b.

CFAO 2-10 (Archived) (Flag E), states that “Personnel Branches were created to enable
members of the Canadian Forces in related occupations to identify with each other in
cohesive professional group,” and further states that Branches ‘should not to be confused
with the NDHQ organizational elements’. When the Surgeon General and Director General
Dental Services were assigned the duties of Branch Advisor, they did not give up their
previous titles, so there is no reason to believe that the organizations that they led ceased
to exist. Of note, Branches did not include General/Flag Officers nor the many civilians that
were part of CFDS and CFMS in 1968;

c.

the RCDC was renamed CFDS in 1968; and the RCAMC and medical elements of the
RCAF and RCN were amalgamated into the CFMS in 1959, with the current cap badge,
twelve years before the Medical and Dental Branches were formed in 1971. A letter, signed
by Director Ceremonial, discusses that ‘Corps’ in the Army had a duality, consisting of the
members (consistent with the new Branches) and the ‘units’, whereas the Branches
consisted of the members only; (Flag F), (1989 02 28 1325-2511D CF Pers Branches). The
CFMS and CFDS were the organizations equivalent to the old ‘corps’, and there is no
evidence that they ceased to exist when the Branches were stood up;
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d.

in 1984 (13 years after the Medical Branch was formed) the Queen Mother’s banner was
presented to the Canadian Forces Medical Services to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the
CFMS. The official watercolor rendering, signed by HRH Queen Elizabeth II and the
Director of Ceremonial in April, 1984, specifically names this banner ‘The Queen Mother’s
Banner of The Canadian Forces Medical Services’. (Flag G) This indicates that the
organizations CFMS and CFDS continued to exist, with the Medical and Dental Branches
being the military personnel subset of these larger organizations;

e.

The Heads of Services (Surgeon General and Director General/Director of Dental
Services) promulgated Canadian Forces Medical Orders and Canadian Forces Dental
Orders to provide professional and technical guidance to all members of the CFMS and
CFDS. If these orders only applied to Medical and Dental Branch personnel, as opposed to
the larger functional organizations, then civilian employees and contractors would not be
bound by them. There was a legitimate need to have medical and dental organizations that
included units/formations in addition to the Medical and Dental Branch personnel;

f.

In 2013 the ‘Royal’ designations were returned to many organizations, including the Royal
Canadian Medical Service (RCMS) and Royal Canadian Dental Corps (RCDC). However,
the Medical and Dental Branches still continue to exist, with these names. Logic dictates
that if the Medical and Dental Branches continue to exist, they could not have been the
official organizational titles that were renamed to RCMS and RCDC. This further supports
our contention that the CFMS and CFDS were the organizations that provided CAF health
care from 1969 until 2013.

These six points all indicate that standing up the Branches did NOT replace the CFMS and CFDS, but
that the Medical and Dental Branches became part of these parent organizations and remained a parallel
personnel management construct as per the original intention. If ‘Canadian Forces Medical Service and
‘Canadian Forces Dental Services’ are appropriate titles for headstones of those that served before 1969,
they are just as valid for those that served from 1969 until 2013.
As pointed out above, the CFMS was formed ten years before the Medical Branch existed, and the
current cap badge was worn during that time. Every other organization that kept their name and badge
after CF Unification can use that organization name on NMC headstones; it seems extremely unfair that
Medical Services is singled out this way. Similarly, the CFDS had already been wearing the current badge
since 1969 when the Dental Branch was stood up in 1971.
To ensure uniformity appropriate for a military cemetery, rules governing the engraving of headstones are
contained in Defence Administrative Order and Directive 5018-3 National Military Cemetery which states:
“without exception, all gravesites are to be marked with the standard NMC pattern upright headstone as
shown on the NMC website”. DHH has further set a policy that “Only one service affiliation will be used,
and it shall match the chosen badge. In the event that one badge represents more than one affiliation,
only affiliations that a member had during their service may be used.”
The argument that allowing CFMS or CFDS as affiliations on NMC headstones would compromise
uniformity is also flawed. In the first eight rows of headstones alone, there are five headstones that
already have ‘Canadian Forces Medical Service’ or ‘Canadian Forces Dental Services’ engraved as the
affiliation to the Medical and Dental Branch badges for six individuals. (Flag H).
Conclusion: Even if DHH’s interpretation of their policies is correct, and the use of ‘Canadian Forces
Medical Service’ and ‘Canadian Forces Dental Services’ on NMC headstones is not supported, the
relevant policies are internal to Military Personnel Command and can be readily amended to take into
account the unique history and heritage of the two organizations that provide health care to the CAF.
Allowing the choices of ‘Canadian Forces Medical Service’ or ‘Canadian Forces Dental Services’ in
addition to the already recognized choices of ‘Medical Branch’ and ‘Dental Branch’ would not interfere
with the uniformity of headstones at the NMC, but would allow those affected to show their allegiance to
the organizations they most closely identified with during their CAF careers and to rest in peace.
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An “official” photo from BGen Begin’s farewell tour visit to Comox in 1990. To the left of
BGen Begin is LCol Yves Ayotte (CO 11 Dental Unit), Maj Frank Hedley is to the right.

Photo from a 1950s Mess Dinner with General Wansborough.
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RCDCA TREASURER’S REPORT FY 2018/2019
As the new Treasurer this year I want to thank both our past Treasurer Frank Hedley and our President
Richard Groves for their mentorship and support in the transition.
Following a review of the records, the following statement has been prepared to report on the Revenue
and Disbursements including supporting documents and reconciliation of the RCDC Association bank
account general fund 1 October 2018 to 30 September 2019.
Scott Becker, Treasurer, RCDC Association

GENERAL FUND
Revenue and Disbursements for the FY 2018/2019 period
1 October 2018 to 30 September 2019.

Revenue
Membership Dues
Donations to the RCDCA
Social
Interest
Merchandise
Bank account forwarded from 30 September 2018
Total Revenue

$2230.00
$580.00
$484.100
$9.92
$1,265.00
$20,390.93
$24,959.95

Disbursements
Office Supplies
Printing
Postage
Social
Donations and Memberships
Travel
Trophies and Historical
Merchandise
Total Disbursements

$964.98
$662.59
$467.37
$503.99
$1,000.00
$19.00
$0.00
$0.00
$3,617.93

Opening bank balance 1 October 2018
Closing bank balance 30 September 2019
Net Gain for FY 2018/2019

$20,390.93
$21,342.02
$951.09

SUMMARY
RCDC Association has cash assets of $21,342.02 for the FY ending 30 September 2019.
1. As predicted last year, membership dues are down this year due to the uptake of multiyear
memberships last year. Membership numbers are unchanged from last year with 147 members paid up
until the end of 2019 or beyond.
2. Merchandise revenue is up with the sales of RCDCA ties, brooches, blazer crests and crest holders.
3. Office Supplies included web service and domain name fees for the RCDCA web site.
4. Social included the RCDCA fall lunch at the Orleans Legion and cake for the RCDC 104th
Anniversary.
5. Printing was for the fall 2018 newsletter.
6. Postage was for mailing out the 2018 newsletter plus any merchandise that was mailed.
7. Donations and Memberships was to the Royal Canadian Legion Poppy Fund for $300, the
Orleans Legion for $200, and annual membership dues to the Canadian Defence Association of $500.
Special thanks to those who generously donated to the RCDC Association, and to all members who
continue to support the RCDCA with their membership dues.
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Royal Canadian Dental Corps Association ‘Kit Shop’ /
'Kit Shop' de l'Association du Corps dentaires royal canadien
The RCDCA is pleased to offer the following
items to RCDCA members and to civilian and
military serving members of the RCDC.
Please order from Major (retired) Richard
Groves at rcdca_acdrc@icloud.com

L' ACDRC est heureuse d’offrir les articles suivants
aux membres de l'ACDRC et aux membres civils et
militaires du CDRC. Vous pouvez les commander du
Major (retraité) Richard Groves à
rcdca_acdrc@icloud.com.

RCDC Regimental Silk Tie: Cost is $35,
plus $5 shipping/handling per order. The
length is 60”. This tie is for all serving and
retired members of the RCDC and CFDS.

Cravate régimentaire du CDRC faite en soie: Le
coût est de 35 $, plus les frais d'expédition et de
manutention de 5 $ par commande. La longueur est
de 60 po. Cette cravate est appropriée pour tous les
membres actifs et retraités du CDRC et du SDFC.

RCDC Lady’s Brooch: Cost is $75.

Broche du CDRC pour dame: Le coût est de 75 $.

RCDC Blazer Crest: Cost is $25. Crest is
2-3/4” x 4”. This crest is authorized for wear
by all current members of the RCDC and
retired members of the CFDS.

Cimier du CDRC pour blazer: Le coût est de 25 $. Le
cimier mesure 2-3/4 po x 4 po. Ce cimier est approprié
pour tous les membres actuels du CDRC et les
membres retraités du SDFC.

RCDCA Blazer Crest: Cost is $25. Crest is
3-1/4” x 4”. This crest is authorized for wear
by all RCDCA members or members of the
RCDC pre-1968.

Cimier de l’ACDRC pour blazer: Le coût est de 25 $.
Le cimier mesure 3-1/4 po x 4 po. Ce cimier est
approprié pour tous les membres de l’ACDRC ou les
membres du CDRC qui ont été en service avant 1968.

RCDC / CDRC

RCDCA / ACDRC
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